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Abstract

In this paper we predominantly reviewed recently published literature related to general
end users’, developers’ and security and privacy professionals’ mental models of security
and privacy to explore current state of the art. We then extracted features of mental models
of security and privacy for the aforementioned types of users and analyzed them in some
detail to draw useful conclusions and trends. We conclude that there does not exist any
design and development methodologies which implicitly address users’ security and privacy
concerns. However, development of such methodologies would be a challenging non-trivial
task because users’ mental models are ever evolving, diverse (based on the sophistication
of their knowledge), gender biased and sometimes self-conflicting. Nonetheless, we found
security and privacy professionals’ guidelines provided in literature for improving users’
mental models of security and privacy to be of paramount importance towards assessing
and addressing risks.

1 Introduction

Mental models (MMs) are mental representations and associated processes for manipulating
information related to entities or activities [14]. Also defined similarly by [5], mental mod-
els are models of reality created by mind to help understand, reason, explain and anticipate
events. However, different users or stakeholders of a system may have various levels of knowl-
edge regarding a subject under consideration. In this paper, we explore various stakeholders
such as end-users, computer literate individuals, administrators and developers’ mental models
concerning security and privacy (SECAP) in different computer systems or computer related
technologies.

We reviewed predominantly more recently published literature in the subject matter and
extracted features related to mental models of security and privacy, and discussed as well as
analyzed them in some detail. The features extracted from the literature reviewed have been
used as basis for discussion, conclusions and future work.

The rest of paper has been organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss array of features
for mental models of security and privacy considered in research work by various authors in
subjects related to security and privacy of computer systems. In section 3, the results of features
extraction have been discussed and analyzed. While in section 4, conclusions have been drawn
from the analysis of features, relevant recommendations have been made, and possible lines of
future work have been presented.
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Figure 1: Distribution Of Users’ Mental Models Of SECAP Regarding Different Application
Domains.

2 Features for Mental Models of Security and Privacy

In this section, we present an exhaustive list of features related to different users’ mental models
of security and privacy, extracted from the literature reviewed. These features will be used for
discussion and analysis of the prevalent security and privacy mental model issues and solutions.

As different users or stakeholders may have different mental models concerning SECAP, we
summarize those perceptions of SECAP in tabular form presented in Table 2, 3 and 4 for ease of
understanding and analysis. General end users’ (GEUs) and computer science students’ (CSS),
software developers’ (Dev), and computer security and privacy professionals’ (CSPP) mental
models’ of SECAP can be found in Table 2, 3 and 4 respectively. We provide the mental model
feature along-with the respective source(s) for each of the stakeholders.

In this study, we have considered authors of literature reviewed as CSPP. We consider their
conclusions, observations and analysis of mental models of GEUs’ and software developers’ as
very important to the study. As it can be seen in Table 4 that CSPP’s mental models’ features of
SECAP has significantly larger content as compared to GEUs and Developers’ mental models, so
we deem it critical towards understanding GEUs’ and developers’ mental models from CSPP’s
point of view.

3 Discussion and Analysis

As computer systems have a very large user-base with a number of stakeholders with varied
levels of knowledge of computer systems and perceptions of SECAP. So it is of paramount



Application Domain GEU Dev CSPP

Mobile messaging [15, 6] - [12]

Mobile applications [15, 6] - [12]

Smart-home systems [25] - [25]

Warnings [3, 8, 9, 1] - [3, 4, 8, 9, 1]

Email [24] - [24, 12]

Web browsing [24, 6, 20] - [24, 12, 20]

Hackers/Adversaries [24] - [24]

Viruses [24, 8] - [24, 12, 8]

Passwords [21, 22, 13, 19] [16] [21, 22, 13, 19, 16]

SECAP inclusive methodologies - [2] [10, 7, 23, 5]

Table 1: Different Users’ Mental Models Of Security And Privacy Regarding Different Appli-
cation Domains Along-With References.

importance to capture this diverse user base’s mental models to make systems more resilient
to the kinds of threats different stakeholders face. The papers we reviewed, discussed different
application domains related to SECAP mental models of those stakeholders. In Table 2, we
have summarized these application domains for each type of the stakeholders considered in this
research, namely GEU, Dev and CSPP. The table provides references to the source materials,
for each type of user against the application domain.

However, it is interesting to note that, the software developers’ mental models of SECAP
have not been explored much as compared to those of GEUs or CSPP. Also, it was noted during
the literature review that, no research was carried out towards understanding system and/or
web administrator’s mental models of SECAP. We have also shown results of Table 2 as a
distribution in Figure 1 for more clarity.

So, our discussion and analysis of the results obtained by literature review revolves around
the mental models of end users, developers, and computer security and privacy professional,
presented respectively in Table 2, 3 and 4. For each type of the above mentioned stakeholders,
we present our observations based on the reviewed literature in following sections 3.1, 3.2 and
3.3 according to the respective order of their mention. These sections lay down basis on which
we present our findings in some detail in conclusion and future work section.

3.1 End-Users’ Mental Models

General End-Users (GEUs) who do not have formal computer science education believe that
their messages can be eavesdropped by adversaries, so they avoid sending sensitive content
over phones, and prefer communication in-person for conveying sensitive or private content
[15]. GEUs also believe that government agencies, intelligence agencies, device manufacturers,
hackers and service providers are their adversaries and have potential to use their information.
But they are not worried about their adversaries because it is believed by them that they are
not the target, they trust their adversaries that they would not do anything malicious with
their information, and also because they are not doing anything illegal [15, 25].

GEUs also believed hackers were bad people who could break-into their computers and steal
their financial and personal information, and once or if hackers were determined they could



No. Mental Model Parameter Applies To

1 Our messages can be eavesdropped by adversaries GEU [15]

2 Avoid sending sensitive content over phones, and prefer
face-to-face communication for that

GEU [15]

3 Consider intelligence agencies and governments as adver-
saries

GEU [15, 25],
CSS [15]

4 Consider WhatsApp messaging insecure GEU [15],
CSS [15]

5 Consider system manufacturers or service providers as ad-
versaries

GEU [25]

6 System manufacturers or service providers already know
everything about me

GEU [25]

7 Multi-user systems pose added SECAP challenges GEU [25]

8 Do not consider cyber crime to be a real threat GEU [12]

9 Hackers break-in for getting financial and personal infor-
mation

GEU [24]

10 Hackers can target anyone (normal people, companies, gov-
ernments)

GEU [24]

11 Viruses are created by hackers, criminals or bad people GEU [24]

12 Do not like system generated passwords or pass-phrases GEU [21]

13 Parents lack understanding of teens’ online privacy needs
and management

GEU [6]

14 Understand which factors make a password strong GEU [22]

15 Do not necessarily follow guidelines to make every password
strong

GEU [22]

16 Condensing legalistic privacy policy information which
GEUs don’t already know, proves ineffective

GEU [9]

17 Creating passwords on mobile phones is frustrating, takes
longer and more error prone

GEU [13]

18 Privacy extensions in web-browsers generally have overall
positive SECAP-enhancing effect on GEUs

GEU [20]

19 Passwords with numbers and symbols are highly likely to
be reused

GEU [19]

20 Users with large number of accounts mostly reuse their
passwords, fully or partially

GEU [19]

Table 2: End Users’ Mental Models Of Security And Privacy Along-With References.



No. Mental Model Parameter Source

1 Would Google to find solution(s) to security related require-
ment or problem

[2]

2 We rely on lawyers for handling privacy related matters [2]

3 We rely on off-the-shelf or third party tools for security [2]

4 We don’t know exactly which data is collected by third
party tools

[2]

5 We think of functionality implementation more than
(in)secure implementation

[16]

6 We implement functionality securely if we are explicitly told
to do so

[16]

Table 3: Developers’ Mental Models Of Security And Privacy Along-With References.

hack anyone from normal people to companies, and governments [24]. GEUs believed viruses
were created by hackers, criminals and bad people, and maybe used for various malicious acts
such as accessing personal and financial information, breaking or slowing down the computers
etc. GEUs also reported privacy concerns when using shared smart-home computer systems.

Additionally, Computer science students (CSS) were found to believe, like GEUs, that in-
telligence agencies and governments were their adversaries and also that WhatsApp messaging
was insecure.

3.2 Software Developers’ Mental Models

Developers mainly relied on finding solutions to security related problems and software require-
ments through online research using search engines such as Google. In order to meet software
security requirements, developers resorted to third-party tools or off-the-shelf solutions, as op-
posed to building their own security software. However, developers were not exactly sure that
which, or how much of their application’s or users’ information was gathered or was being used
by third-party tools [2].

For privacy related issues or privacy related software requirements, developers relied on
lawyers, mainly because they were not inclined to read (often obscure) legalistic privacy policies
[2]. Moreover, software developers are more focused towards functionality implementation than
considering or implementing secure solutions [16]. However, if developers are explicitly asked
to implement secure solutions, then they consider security as a functionality requirement and
implement secure solutions [16]. Which means that, it might be highly likely that security
by-default may not be present in the implemented solutions.

3.3 Computer Security and Privacy Professionals’ Mental Models

Computer Security and Privacy Professionals (CSPP), which in case of our study are SECAP
researchers whose literature we reviewed, believe that extracting accurate SECAP mental mod-
els of GEUs is a complex task, because mental models are non-static. Moreover, there exist
array of user groups with varied mental models of SECAP based on the sophistication of their
knowledge, understanding and experience [10, 25].



No. Mental Model Parameter Source(s)
1 Existing SECAP control mechanisms are considered insufficient by users [7]
2 Perception of SECAP control mechanisms varies between different users [7, 25, 23]
3 Developers lack understanding of SECAP perceptions of different users [7]
4 System development processes do not inherently consider SECAP concerns

of users
[7, 5]

5 Privacy-by-design should be part of project life-cycle [5]
6 GEUs MMs depend on sophistication of SECAP knowledge [25]
7 GEUs think they are not being specifically targeted [25]
8 GEUs trust adversarial actors not to do something malicious [25]
9 Multi-user systems pose added SECAP challenges [25]
10 GEUs smart-home choices don’t consider their SECAP concerns [25]
11 User friendly auditing features should be added to systems for gaining

GEU’s trust
[25]

12 Devices and services need to be designed for multi-users [25]
13 Reputation systems maybe developed to help GEU’s in decision-making

regarding SECAP concerns
[25]

14 Best practices are needed to be developed to help GEUs’ address SECAP
concerns

[25]

15 Systems are required to be designed to be secure, robust and inter-operable [25]
16 Trade-off between SECAP is required to be minimized [25]
17 Methodologies need to be designed to measure user’s MMs [23]
18 Methodologies need to be developed to distinguish novice and expert users’

MMs
[23]

19 Mental models approach could significantly improve risk communication
to GEUs

[4]

20 Successful elicitation of GEU MMs is a complex task [10], [11]
21 Formal verification of GEU’s MMs may be useful for addressing SECAP

concerns
[10]

22 Creating formal verification model for GEU MMs is a complex task [10]
23 GEUs underestimate the value of their collective identification [12]
24 Basic online security trainings are required to be held regularly for GEUs [12]
25 Threat landscape is ever evolving (non-static) [12]
26 Male GEUs were found to be better at detecting phising scams than fe-

males
[12]

27 Female GEUs appeared to be trusting downloading content from links from
SMS, Email or IMs than males

[12]

28 GEUs are not aware which actions or options are counted as risky be-
haviour

[12]

29 GEUs do not largely report cyberattacks so threat perceptions maybe in-
accurate

[12]

30 GEUs do not understand meaning of enabling or disabling web scripts [24]
31 GEUs think they should not open email attachments from unknown people [24]
32 GEUs think botnets do not harm the host computers [24]
33 Only few developers have formal SECAP training [2]
34 Developers do not read SECAP guidelines published by government agen-

cies or other agencies
[2]

35 Privacy policies are not considered so valuable by developers [2]
36 Very few developers know about existence of privacy tools [2]
37 Developers consider SECAP versus costs and effort required for solutions

as a tradeoff
[2]

38 GEUs generally ignore security related warnings [3]
39 Advanced and novice users’ MMs of SECAP are dissimilar [3]
40 Novice users consider look and feel of security related warnings, and act

accordingly
[3]

41 Advanced users are highly likely to examine URLs as compared to novice
users

[3]

42 Developers should design warnings with fewer text, and accurate action
options

[3]

43 Warnings should be presented to GEUs when highly necessary, not other-
wise

[3]

44 GEUs do not like system generated passwords or pass-phrases [21]
45 Engaged and disengaged users interact differently with SECAP software [8]
46 SECAP nudges increase GEUs’ SECAP enhancing behaviour [1]

Table 4: Computer Security and Privacy Professionals’ Mental Models Of Security And Privacy
Along-With References.



Moreover, CSPPs also believe that GEUs trust their adversaries (governments, intelligence
agencies, manufacturers, service providers and hackers), and think that they will not be specif-
ically targeted because they are not doing anything illegal or malicious, or they are not high
valued targets [25]. So, GEUs believed that SECAP control mechanisms were insufficient in
general, yet different GEUs had various perceptions about SECAP control mechanisms [7, 25, ?].

Additionally, CSPPs think that system developers lack understanding of GEUs SECAP
perceptions and the system development methodologies used by developers did not consider
or address SECAP concerns of GEUs [7, 5]. CSPPs also held that SECAP should be part of
system design or system architecture processes [5].

CSPPs think that even though GEUs have SECAP concerns, but those concerns are not
reflected by the choices GEUs made regarding smart-home systems [25]. However in order
to gain GEUs’ trust there should be user friendly auditing features, and guidelines to train
users toward secure usage of smart-home systems. In this regard, reputation systems might
be developed to guide GEUs towards right decision-making in smart-home systems choices.
Nonetheless GEUs’ privacy concerns in case of multi-user environment remain, because smart-
home systems lack such features and pose further challenges towards addressing GEUs’ SECAP
concerns [25].

Moreover, it was found that GEUs underestimate the value of their identity in case of their
systems were being attacked or their data was stolen, and they do not largely report cyber-
attacks [12]. Basic online security trainings are required to be held regularly in order to inform
GEUs about secure online behaviour because GEUs are not aware that which actions or options
counted as risky behaviour. It was also found that males were better than females in detecting
phising scams, and they were also less trusting in downloading content from links contained in
SMS, Email or instant messages (IM) than females [12]. So GEUs’ mental models of SECAP
may also be affected or differentiated based on gender difference.

End users do not understand the meaning of and implications of enabling or disabling web
scripts, and they think botnets do not harm their computers because they are not high value
targets. However they think that they should not open email attachments from unknown people
[24].

End users generally ignore security related warnings, so actionable warnings should be care-
fully designed and developed for situations when they are really necessary. In order to minimize
effort required on GEUs’ side, warnings should be created with fewer text, and having accurate
actionable available options so that GEUs can make better informed and secure decisions as
opposed to ignoring warnings all-together. Moreover, advanced and novice GEUs’ behaviours
towards security related warnings may also be different, as advanced GEUs are highly like in
examining URLs or certificates as compared to novice users [3].

Software developers having expertise in development tools, technologies and solutions, only
few developers receive formal SECAP training. So developers are not inclined towards reading
privacy policies or reading government agencies’ or other agencies’ SECAP guidelines. Even
though very few developers know about existence of of privacy tools, still they are highly likely
to consider building SECAP features in solutions versus effort required for solutions as a tradeoff
[2].

GEUs mental models extraction can significantly improve SECAP risk communication to
GEUs [4]. As successful and accurate elicitation of GEUs’ mental models is a complex task,
formal verification of GEU’s mental models may be useful in managing SECAP concerns, how-
ever creating a formal verification model of GEUs’ mental model is a complex task itself [10].
CSPPs think that methodologies should be proposed to measure GEUs’ mental models, and
such techniques are required which can differentiate between novice and expert users’ mental



models [23].

4 Conclusion, Recommendations and Future Work

Eliciting accurate mental models of computer security and privacy of end users is a complex
task because mental models are ever evolving. One big hindrance in eliciting accurate mental
models of SECAP is the fact that different GEUs have various mental models based on the
sophistication and complexity of their knowledge of SECAP concerns. While researchers have
tried capturing various user’s mental models of SECAP for different computer systems, applica-
tions and use cases, their results have not yet lead to design and development of such method-
ologies which have security and privacy as system design features. Nonetheless, researchers
have provided guidelines for designing such systems which enhance SECAP behaviour and risk
assessment of GEUs.

Moreover, even though software developers may have significant knowledge of development
tools and technologies, but they normally lack understanding of SECAP concerns of GEUs.
Also, they are not inclined towards reading or understanding privacy policies, instead, they
would rather trust lawyers to handle privacy related matters. As far as security related software
requirements are concerned, developers are highly likely to use off-the-shelf solutions or third-
party tools, even when they are not sure the specific third-party tools which they are using might
be collecting or gathering which or how much data about their systems’ users. However, large
firms have dedicated resource persons for guiding developers in security and privacy related
software requirements and solutions.

As GEUs trust their service providers or device manufacturers, but if developers, system/web
administrators do not have SECAP related knowledge or skills, such situation increases risk
factors. More and focused research work needs to be done towards understanding developers’
and administrators’ mental models of SECAP. This should lead towards more usable SECAP
guidelines and tools for developers and administrators. For example, integrated development
environments could have plugins guiding developers towards implementing securer solutions.

Additionally, we also conclude from analysis of the aforementioned users’ mental models
towards security and privacy that the actual threat assessment is not possible. This assessment
is also supported by an GEU argument that if adversarial intelligence agencies can hack into
or compromise governments’ systems which have top level security teams and systems, they
can access or intrude in our systems too. In light of Edward Snowden’s global surveillance
disclosures of 2013, and the recent revelations of hackers attacking German governments’ various
departments over an extended period of time, more merit is brought to GEUs’ claims that
adversaries do have the required capabilities to infiltrate any systems, whenever they wish
[18, 17].

In order to address GEUs’ SECAP concerns and nullify the claim that adversaries have
the required capabilities to infiltrate any systems, it is also important to understand attackers’
mental models. As shown by the recent revelations, German governments’ agencies allowed
malware to operate in a controlled environment, in order to understand attackers’ behaviour,
and trace and track the attacker [18]. However, it has also been reported that considerable
information may have been leaked during the process [17].

It is imperative that governmental intelligence, information security, and law enforcement
agencies take necessary actions to revive GEUs trust in information security and privacy by
thwarting such high level attacks within time. Moreover, information security and privacy
trainings for GEUs should be held, in common language, regularly, in order to keep GEUs’ risk
and threat perceptions to realistically possible minimal levels. Such measures are necessary,



because the guidelines or updates issued by information security departments or agencies are
generally not read by GEUs.

In future, we would like explore developers’ and system/web administrators’ mental models
of SECAP in more depth. We would also like to evaluate the very few existing SECAP inclusive
system design and development methodologies, and possibly propose improvements.
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